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SUSTAINABILITY IN

TOURISM: 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

 

Sustainability is everywhere these days. From your grocery store to your closet, we as

consumers and travelers have become more eco-aware than ever. What does it mean

to be “sustainable” though? In a wave of greenwashing, it's important to go back to

basics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sustainability, by definition, means behaving in a way that ensures the potential of

meeting present demands without compromising the prospects of future generations

being able to fulfill these same needs. In simple terms, sustainability means acting in a

way that won’t prohibit that same action in the future. For example: making a

“sustainable choice” like choosing a paper straw over a plastic one can help prevent

harmful consequences for sea life, therefore keeping the species thriving for years to

come. This is only one of the many ways that our behaviors can impact environmental

sustainability.
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WHY SHOULD YOU BECOME A
“SUSTAINABLE ACTING TOURIST”?

Have you ever gone to a beautiful beach and found that it looked like a

plastic landfill? For us beach lovers, we’ve all been there. For those of you

that have ever done a beach cleanup, you’ve probably thought to yourself

after a few hours of hard work clearing a small patch of beach, “how can I

single-handedly solve the world’s problem of plastic pollution?”. The answer

is that it will take changing the behaviors of tourists and locals on a grand

scale to completely conquer this issue. While this might seem a little

discouraging at first, in the world that we live in, where we are more

connected than ever, influencing and leaving impressions about what we

are doing to solve this issue can spread and leave a huge impact. By acting

as a sustainable tourist on your next holiday, you can leave an impression

on other travelers to follow your lead!
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SUMMER SUSTAINABILITY PLEDGE
Sea Going Green's

As you read through the rest  of  th is  guide,  we invite you to
jo in us in our pledge and become a sustainabi l i ty leader!

While tourism can cause harm, it doesn’t have to!

 

Download the pledge media kit         , 

and share using the hashtags

#ITRAVELSUSTAINABLY 

#GOGREENFORTHEBIGBLUE
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HERE

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AojObCRjy0g-6PxIMP14Y2ZMRnHuCGN0


YOUR PERSONAL IMPACT:
WHAT'S YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL
FOOTPRINT
Do you know your environmental footprint? If you don’t,

that’s okay. An environmental footprint is an estimated

calculation of what impact your everyday behaviors and

consumer choices leave behind. This can be calculated

by measuring your personal CO2 footprint and/or your

plastic footprint. CO2 that comes from consumption

comes primarily from the shipping needed to export the

product as well as the contributions from the methods

used in production, animal feed...etc. Therefore,

choosing to buy locally can provide a solution to cut

CO2 generated from shipping items like produce. 

 

You won’t believe how much plastic that we use on a

daily basis. If you’re curious to know your plastic

footprint, we suggest that you take this 3 minute 

                                            The first step in cutting down

your plastic usage is finding out your most common uses

of it. From take out food containers to single-use body

care products, there are some great alternatives that

have been born out of the plastic free movement, we’ll

talk more about that later. See section VI for more.

CHALLENGE: Keep track of everything that you’ve
eaten this week, use the                         carbon footprint
table to calculate how much CO2 was produced from
your weekly consumption. Example: If you eat 2
kilograms of chicken and each kg produces 6.9 kgs/kilo,
then (6.9 x 2 = 13.8 kgs CO2 ) produced from your total
consumption of chicken. Add your totals up from the
different categories and you’ll have an idea of your
weekly footprint. 
 
HACK: Eating more vegetables than meat or animal
products during the week will keep your footprint down.  
 
TIP: Some airlines also give you an option to compensate
the CO2 from your flight, ie. KLM  - challenge yourself to
compensate all your flights this summer!
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“Green Eatz”

plastic consumption quiz.

http://www.greeneatz.com/foods-carbon-footprint.html
http://www.greeneatz.com/foods-carbon-footprint.html
https://repurpose.global/


If you’re looking for a sustainable holiday destination, we have something to keep in mind; no
matter the destination, you have the power to make sustainable decisions when traveling

even if a place isn’t particularly known for its environmentally-friendly atmosphere.
 

You can also visit our partner                                                         for venues certified by the
Oceanic Standard!

Tip 1: Leave your guide book at home and do some exploring on your own to find out
where locals like to go. Who knows, you might even leave with a new set of friends!

 
Tip 2: Skip the tourist shops and buy authentic souvenirs. Not only can this help keep

local artisans in business, but buying local crafts and hand-made pieces can
contribute to the local economy and keep tourists’ spending money in the country. 

 
Tip 3: Consider taking a train, bus or boat and explore some not so well known

destinations that you don’t need to fly to. This will not only help you get a better feel
for the place that you’re visiting, but is also better for the local environment since

you will be helping to alleviate overtourism. Trust us, your photos will look even more
beautiful on your Instagram without hoards of tourists in the background. 

 
Tip 4: Ask questions and do some research before booking marine activities with
tourism companies and groups especially in areas where there are protected and

endangered species. 
 

Tip 5: Pack your own sustainable tourism kit with the essentials to avoid buying and
using single-use plastics. See the next section for our favorite items!

 
 
 
 

Already have a place in mind? Check out                                  and search for your
prospective destination’s sustainability rating as well as some suggested hotspots

reviewed by fellow eco-friendly travelers!
 

CHALLENGE: Once you’ve returned back home, go ahead and leave a sustainability
rating for your favorite sights and accommodations to share your experiences with

future tourists. 
 

HACK: Remember, even if you can’t find the sustainable destination that you’re
looking for, just DIY! Buying locally, choosing eco-friendly accommodation and

packing smart are just a few ways that can help make any holiday instantly greener!
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NEED SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
INSPIRATION?

One Planet Rating

The Oceanic Global Foundation

https://oneplanetrating.org/
https://oneplanetrating.org/
https://oceanic.global/oceanic-standard/


PACKING?
WE KNOW THE MUST-HAVES
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Packing is  a lways one of the most stressful  parts of preparing for a

vacat ion,  but what i f  we to ld you that we had you covered? Here are

some t ips and must-haves that you should consider taking along with

you no matter where you go.  

 

 

Here are our top picks to pack along with you to keep your travel

act iv i t ies eco-fr iendly!

 

 

Foldable shopping bag -check your local  grocery store!

                       

 

 

                             

 

 

 

CHALLENGE: Put one of our st ickers on your reusable water bott le,

shopping bag, laptop or phone and tag us with the hashtag

#GoGreenForTheBigBlue and we’ l l  g ive you a shoutout on our socia l

media!  Contact Mel issa at  mel issa@seagoinggreen.org to get one of our

new st ickers!  

 

 

HACK: First  off,  pack l ight .  This  wi l l  not  only save you on potent ia l

overage fees,  but the l ighter your bag, then the l ighter the plane wi l l

be,  which equals  less fuel  being used hence less CO2 emitted!  Okay

okay, i t  probably won’t  make a massive difference,  but every l i t t le  b it

counts!

Reusable water bott le

Reef safe/ocean safe sunscreen

Beach/yoga towel

Sol id shampoo/condit ioner bars

Sustainable straw

Bamboo toothbrush

(even  more options here!)

these awesome ones, too!,  and check out 

https://www.nomadix.co/
https://dopper.com/
https://stream2sea.com/product-category/sun/
https://www.nomadix.co/
https://nl.lush.com/
https://www.sipster.nl/
https://thebamandboo.com/
http://www.suntribesunscreen.com/
https://strawbystraw.com/
https://www.sipster.nl/


Have you ever been on a cruise and thought to yourself,
“how can I be sure that my visit isn’t hurting the local

biodiversity”? Well, the good news is that you as a tourist
have a voice, so don’t be afraid to ask! By asking about

sustainable alternatives or current practices you’re helping
staff understand what guests would like to see on board,

which can encourage them to be more transparent. 
 
 

Small actions like refusing a straw or writing to your tourism
operator to ask about what they are doing for sustainability

can help pave the way for change!

SEE SOMETHING,
SAY SOMETHING
ASKING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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SPREAD THE WORD: 
TELL YOUR FRIENDS, TELL YOUR FAM

Do you l ike what you’ve read here? Please spread
the word to everyone you know! 
 
 
In this guide we defined sustainabi l ity,  gave a
crash course on understanding and calculating
your CO2 footprint,  gave you some sustainable
tourism t ips and inspiration, showcased our
summer pledge, offered up some travel t ips and
our l ist  of must-haves and (hopeful ly)  have
empowered you to inspire others to become more
sustainable, too!
 
 
Better yet,  share this guide with your favorite
tourism operator to let them know how they can
help their customers reach their green aspirations!

If you have any questions about anything mentioned in

this guide or would like to learn more, send us an email

or DM us on social media @SeaGoingGreen!
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J O I N  T H E  W A V E :  P R O M O  C O D E S

NOW THAT YOU’VE READ OUR GUIDE, WE’LL HOOK
YOU UP WITH SOME PROMO CODES TO GET YOU SOME
DEALS FROM OUR PARTNERS!
 
 
 

              GOGREENFORTHEBIGBLUE -10%
DISCOUNT 

 
 
                     SEAGOINGGREEN -10% DISCOUNT
 
 
                                     MENTION SEAGOINGGREEN FOR A 

10% DISCOUNT
 

                     HYSEA10 -10% REBATE
 
 
                                                      GOGREEN5 -5 EURO OFF 

YOUR FIRST ORDER
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STREAM2SEA:

SUNTRIBE:

SIPSTER:

HYDRAO:

STRAWBYSTRAW:

https://stream2sea.com/
https://stream2sea.com/
https://suntribesunscreen.com/
https://suntribesunscreen.com/
https://www.sipster.nl/
https://www.sipster.nl/
https://www.hydrao.com/en/
https://www.hydrao.com/en/
https://strawbystraw.com/
https://strawbystraw.com/

